Electron microscope

From work we've done with step wedges in the electron microscope emerge some reasonably plain facts that may be helpful in selecting photographic plates for electron microscopy. The wedges are made by successive gold-palladium shadowings of silver halide crystals with increasing obliquities, as pictured in the above electron micrograph.

The archaic-sounding Kodak Lantern Slide Plates still seem to be the best all-around bet for recording what the ultra-modern electron microscope reveals. They're inexpensive, they provide a wide range of sensitometric characteristics through choice of developer and development time, they're fine-grained, and we stock them in the usual sizes for the electron microscope. There are Kodak Lantern Slide Plates, Medium and Kodak Lantern Slide Plates, Contrast. We used to think that the latter gave slightly higher contrast in areas of low exposure, but we now must confess that whatever the differences between them to light exposure, to electron exposure they're pretty much alike. (The medium plate does have slightly finer grain.) The step-wedge project does, however, reveal some aces up our sleeve for the benefit of the electron micrographer with a special problem, viz.: Kodak Spectroscopic Plates, Type III-O are much faster and have a more uniform density gradient over the exposure range, but have coarser grain than Kodak Lantern Slide Plates.

Kodak Spectroscopic Plates, Type IV-O are about three times as fast to electron exposure as Kodak Lantern Slide Plates and only slightly more grainy. Kodak Spectroscopic Plates, Type V-O have a finer-grained but slower emulsion than Kodak Lantern Slide Plates.

Kodalith Ortho Plates, an all-or-none proposition we make principally for the photomechanical trades, should be resorted to by the electron micrographer only when in dire need of the highest attainable contrast.

Your Kodak Industrial Dealer handles all these plates. If you'd like a reprint of the paper that describes our step-wedge investigations, or if you need help in locating the right dealer, write Eastman Kodak Company, Industrial Photographic Sales Division, Rochester 4, N. Y.

The ant and the star

In the age of miracle drugs Fornic Acid, simplest of carboxylic acids, appears in the National Formulary. As Acidum Formicum, it presumably possesses some old-fashioned pharmaceutical virtues as a counter-irritant and astringent. We sell it as Eastman 139, but not for this purpose at all. Although many Eastman Organic Chemicals are used in clinical investigation, we doubt that there is any great amount of such investigation in progress on Fornic Acid. We suspect it is included in N.F. largely as a holdover from an older day when it was felt there must be medicinal value in a compound obtainable by so interesting a method as the distillation of ants.

The interesting thing about Eastman 139 for chemical purposes is the fact that it is considerably better than 98% Fornic Acid. Most commercially available formic acid contains 10% of water. If you prefer it more anhydrous than that, then instead of seeking out a bulk supplier and persuading him to specially dehydrate a little of his formic acid for you, it’s much simpler and quicker to put Eastman 139 down on your Eastman Organic Chemicals order. But, please, out of respect for the * that appears with each item in our catalog classed officially as a drug, append in good conscience the statement, “These chemicals will not be used for drug purposes or sold by us for such use.”

Whether or not Formic Acid is of immediate interest to you, you’ll find over 3500 other highly purified Eastman Organic Chemicals in our “List No. 38.” If you haven’t a copy, write to Distillation Products Industries, Eastman Organic Chemicals Department, Rochester 3, N. Y. (Division of Eastman Kodak Company)

Brownie team

You're either very old or you led a particularly austere youth if “Brownie Camera” doesn't recall age 12 and your first serious experiences in photography. The trade-mark “Brownie,” one of our most treasured assets, is now applied in the same old spirit to our simplest 8mm movie camera and projector. They're not primarily offered as scientific instruments, but the following considerations may suggest a visit to the nearest Kodak dealer:

a) in many kinds of field work there are occasions and moments when even a very inexpensive movie camera is worth a great deal; b) the Brownie Movie Camera sells for only $39.75, the Brownie Movie Projector for only $62.50; c) just because a piece of equipment has potential professional value, it's no sin to have a little fun with it once in a while.

Prices include Federal Tax where applicable and are subject to change without notice.

This is one of a series of reports on the many products and services with which the Eastman Kodak Company and its divisions are...serving laboratories everywhere
TEXTBOOK of BIOCHEMISTRY
(West-Todd)

This is the most complete biochemistry text available today. It is up to date with the latest information on vitamins and hormones. The five chapters on fundamentals are followed by specific discussions of each biochemical factor known to medical science. Classroom proved as a text, the book is also widely accepted and recommended as a reference for the graduate student.
1345 pp., illus. $12.00

BIOCHEMISTRY of DISEASE, 2nd ed.
(Bodansky-Bodansky)

The integration of clinical and basic sciences is the underlying theme of Biochemistry of Disease. This book is a systematic presentation of the biochemical aspects of disease, organized by clinical entities in a concise, ready reference manner. Because of extensive changes in the application of biochemistry to medicine in recent years, the volume has been almost completely rewritten to make this NEW SECOND EDITION an up-to-date review and source book on the subject.
1222 pp., illus. $12.00

RESEARCH in MEDICAL SCIENCE
(Green-Knox)

The book presents twenty-six nontechnical essays on such diversified subjects as viruses, immunochemistry, isotopes in medicine, endocrinology in cancer research, pediatrics, hypertension, direction of surgical effort, neurology, psychiatry, etc. Written by various outstanding representatives in each field, these essays cover the important developments and achievements to date and then indicate the most likely paths of future progress.
492 pp. $6.50

To: The Macmillan Company, Box P-1
60 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.

☐ Kindly send me the NEW Medical Book Catalog FREE AND WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

Name..................................................................................................................
Address..............................................................................................................
City, Zone, State..............................................................................................

Send also these books and bill me:

☐ West-Todd: Textbook of Biochemistry, $12.00
☐ Bodansky: Biochemistry of Disease, 2nd ed. $12.00
☐ Green-Knox: Research in Medical Science, $6.50

Save! Enclose check or money order and we pay delivery charge.
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The Reco CHROMATOGRAPHY DRYING OVEN
A mechanical convection oven designed for heating paper chromatograms.

The Reco ELECTRIC DESALTER
For the removal of inorganic salts from organic and amino acid solutions to be chromatographed.

RACKS
Stainless steel or glass for one dimensional chromatography.

INDICATOR SPRAYS
For application of indicators to chromatograms.

CLIPS
All stainless steel spring clips for holding chromatograms to glass rods.

SOLVENT TROUGHS
For use in chromatocabs or one-dimensional racks.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Densitometers . . . for quantitative determinations on paper
Ultraviolet Lamps
Pyrex Disc Chambers
Micro Pipets
Chromatocabs

KLETT ELECTROPHORESIS

CUSTOM MADE

TOOL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX COLLOID SYSTEMS, AND FOR THE CONTROL OF PRODUCTION OF PURIFIED PROTEINS, ENZYMES, HORMONES

KLETT MANUFACTURING CO.
179 EAST 87TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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PERSONNEL PLACEMENT

Your ad here reaches over 32,000 scientists in the leading educational institutions, industrial laboratories, and research foundations in 77 countries—at a very low cost.

CLASSIFIED: 18¢ per word, minimum charge $3.60. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words.

DISPLAY: Rates listed below—no charge for Box Number. Monthly invoices will be sent on a charge account basis—provided that satisfactory credit is established.

Single Insertion $19.50 per inch
7 times in 1 year 17.50 per inch
13 times in 1 year 16.00 per inch
26 times in 1 year 14.00 per inch
52 times in 1 year 12.50 per inch

For PROOFS on display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE 4 weeks before date of issue (Friday of every week).

POSITIONS WANTED


Chemist; Ph.D., three years’ teaching; seven years, senior chemist and production superintendent in industry; five years, director research pharmaceutical company. For further information, please write Science Division, Medical Bureau (Burneice Larson) Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Literature Researcher, B.S. Medical and pharmaceutical. Five years’ experience. Stenography. Location N.Y.C. Box 163, SCIENCE.

Mycologist, Ph.D., 20 years’ experience, research, teaching, desires position, research laboratory or educational institution. Box 161, SCIENCE.

Zoologist, Ph.D., woman (Physiology, Biochemistry minors), three years’ research, desires teaching position, Northeast. Box 162, SCIENCE.

POSITIONS OPEN

Bacteriologist—Ph.D., knowledge Histology—teaching-research, small college, New York City. Start at once—$5,000. Box 160, SCIENCE.

(a) Physicians with scientific training; university research laboratory expanding facilities; experience or capacity for carrying responsibilities as principal directors of research activities required. (b) Pharmacologist; full time teaching; $6000–$8000. (c) Physician with background in pharmacology, directorship, biological research; pharmaceutical company expansion program. (d) Physiologist or pharmacologist, Ph.D.; straight research; opportunity original investigation; university medical school; $5000–$8000. (e) Technical director; experience involving operating responsibilities in quality control and new product development; chemical company. (f) Physiologists, anatomists, zoologists, instructorships or associate professorships; university medical school; minimum $6000. S&J Science Division, Medical Bureau (Burneice Larson, Director) Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Are YOU seeking . . . a new position, or new personnel?

41 replies received from ONE classified ad in SCIENCE . . . Your ad here will get results! Send your ad NOW!

The MARKET PLACE

BOOKS • SERVICES • SUPPLIES • EQUIPMENT

CLASSIFIED: 25¢ per word, minimum charge $6.00. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words. Correct payment to SCIENCE must accompany ad.

DISPLAY: Rates listed below—no charge for Box Number. Monthly invoices will be sent on a charge account basis—provided that satisfactory credit is established.

Single Insertion $19.50 per inch
7 times in 1 year 17.50 per inch
13 times in 1 year 16.00 per inch
26 times in 1 year 14.00 per inch
52 times in 1 year 12.50 per inch

For PROOFS on display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE 4 weeks before date of issue (Friday of every week).

LANGUAGES

LINGUAPHONE MAKES LANGUAGES EASY

At home, learn to speak French, Spanish, German, Italian, Norwegian, Russian, Japanese, any of 29 languages by quick, easy Linguaphone, World’s Standard Conversational Method. Save time, work, and money. Send for FREE book TODAY, LINQUAPHONE INSTITUTE, 8406 Mezz., Rock, Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

WANTED TO PURCHASE . . .

SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS — and BOOKS

WALTER J. JOHNSON • 125 East 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

Your sets and files of scientific journals are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send us lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. Write Dept. A/S, J. S. CANNER, INC., Boston 19, Massachusetts.

BACK NUMBER PERIODICALS — Bought and Sold

Tell us what you want!—What have you to offer?

Abrahams Magazine Service Dept. P, S.E. 13th St.

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS and PERIODICALS WANTED

Complete libraries — Sets and runs — Single titles

Please send us your want list

STECHERT - HAFNER, INC. 51 East 10th St., New York 3

The World’s Leading International Booksellers


PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

LOOKING FOR A PUBLISHER?

Write for Free Booklet SC telling how we can publish your book. All subjects considered. New authors welcome.

VANTAGE PRESS, Inc. • 120 W. 31 St., New York 1.

In Calif.: 6356 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28
For CONSISTENT Rats . . .
- BUDD MT. RODENT FARM
- CHESTER, N. J.

Breeders of a recognized strain of Wistar.
for photomicrography

the easy, economical way, choose

Visicam

Readily attachable to any standard microscope, the versatile Visicam provides inexpensive 35mm black & white or color photomicrographs of the finest quality.

Available with roll-film carriers or our convenient "Single-Shot" camera back. For descriptive literature, write direct to:

ERB & GRAY
854 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.
Tracerlab pioneered America's first commercial Film Badge service and has developed unique and highly efficient means for processing swiftly and efficiently, the 4500 badges per week currently being handled. A badge for radioactivity and one for x-rays is available.

The service is simple, accurate and inexpensive ... provides a permanent record of radiation exposure. Each lightweight aluminum badge contains two special duPont dosimeter films. One highly sensitive film measures dosages from 0 to 2 Roentgens; a second less sensitive film records dosages up to 30 Roentgens. Each film packet is permanently coded and also carries the wearer's name.

Accurate results are obtained by measuring with a densitometer the degree of film blackening caused by radiation, and interpreting the results in terms of standards which have been exposed to known radiation dosages. New standards are prepared for each batch of film for increased accuracy. Reports are mailed promptly to customers, usually within a week after badges are received, often within three or four days. Immediate notification by telegram or telephone can be provided. All films are permanently filed for future reference.

Film badge service can be provided for any number of persons and quantity discounts are available. Complete information is contained in booklet FB-1, available on request.

*Patent Pending*
for ordinary microscopes

with AO

Phase Microscopes

Living organisms and tissues, pale or faded preparations, emulsions, plastics, and other materials are often too transparent to be seen by ordinary bright field microscopy.

Phase microscopy converts invisible differences in density in the specimen into images which are clearly seen and photographed.

AO pioneered today's methods of phase microscopy by developing numerous gradations and types of contrast for emphasizing different details and insuring that nothing is missed in examining transparent specimens.

Whether you prefer a standard contrast outfit which suffices for most applications, a small, special purpose outfit, or the most elaborate equipment — AO's long experience and complete selection of equipment are your best guarantee of satisfaction. For literature, write Dept. VJ.

American Optical

INSTRUMENT DIVISION
BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK